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Clint Says Manning v. Brady? Think
Zuckerberg v. Buffett
With the Brady v. Manning face-off
and Super Bowl behind us, Clint
Eastwood may be right that
It’s Halftime in America. Whatever
you think of the Super Bowl or this
year’s commercials, that’s a nice
sentiment echoing Robert Frost.
Clearly, we have miles to go before we
sleep.
For one, we have systemic tax issues
before us with huge dollars at stake.
And talking dollars today means
revealing post-tax return. Today more
than ever, tax rates feature into daily
conversation.
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There’s Warren Buffett and his First-Lady-Smitten Secretary Debbie
Bosanek. She’s paying too high a rate, we’re told. Amid talk about her
likely salary, it’s clear you don’t have to make $200K to have a higher tax
rate than buffett.
Some claim Buffett pays 17% though it’s reported his effective federal
income tax rate was just 11%. As for Mitt Romney, his much anticipated
tax returns also showed a rate below 15%. Many taxpayers with primarily
investment income must be cringing since Obama proposes doubling

Romney’s taxes with Minimum 30% rate. An even more targeted
possibility: Mitt’s Taxes Stoke “Carried Interest” Flames.
The traditional competition over taxes was to pay as little as the law
allows. Paying more than required seemed counterintuitive.
See Gordon Gekko Tax Moves. Tax lawyers and accountants were (and
generally still are) required to lawfully reduce tax bills.
But in taxes today, size matters. Our current national debate doesn’t pay
homage to traditional notions of lawful and nimble tax planning. Many
today must shy away from trying to be tax-savvy or having efficient tax
advisers.
You don’t win bragging rights today by having your effective tax rate
lower. In fact, it’s the reverse. It’s politically correct to say how much
you pay and that you would be happy to pay more. So who wins this
prize?
Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg seems the Biggest of the Big with an
estimated $2 billion tax bill on his personal return for 2012. See Top Tax
Tips From Zuckerberg’s Facebook Bonanza. Zuckerberg is in a rarified
atmosphere, but it looks arguable that the rate taking the cake is James
Ross. He is a founder of Rossrock, a Manhattan-based private
investment firm in commercial real estate and distressed mortgages.
Clearly, at 102%, his tax rate takes the cake! That doesn’t mean Mr. Ross
pays more in taxes than he earns. His total tax as a percentage of his
adjusted gross income was 20%. The culprit, we’re told, is large itemized
deductions, which many high income persons face.
After all, earned income is different from dividends and capital gain,
something Congress will be debating when it takes up the
anticipated 2012 expiration of the Bush tax cuts, a common target of
income inequality. See State of the Union’s Taxes: Buffeted Poor. But in
our Byzantine system–even turning down pay doesn’t avoid taxes–
complexity is an art form, and ours is the most complex–and not the
best–tax system in the world. See Trump’s Tax Trump? You’re Fired IRS!
In this topsy-turvy time, Clint may be right. I hope so, but in America’s
second half, we need a rigorous review of our tax system. We may even
need a bigger overhaul than Detroit.
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